Representation of the molecular topology of cyclical structures by means of cycle graphs. 3. Hierarchical model of screening of chemical databases.
The increase in the size and complexity of chemical databases necessitates the proposal and development of efficient methods of classification and recovery of information, which supposes proposal of a model of classification of database records and the use of a compatible model of screening for inspection of clusters and recovery of the molecules that satisfy the search criterion. The cycle graphs model based on consideration of all the cycles and chains (and equivalent cycles and chains) present in the molecular structure has been proven appropriate for classification of chemical databases, giving rise to a generation of different classification levels depending on the structural elements (cycles and chains) that are considered. In this paper we propose a screening model, compatible with the cycle graphs model, based on a hierarchy of levels of abstraction. The set of molecules that satisfies a screening model (or selection criterion) diminishes as we advance in the hierarchy of levels of the model, which allows filtering of records and, therefore, an increase in the efficiency of the screening process. In the following work of this series we describe and validate the screening tool developed.